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ACSUM,,university settle contract dispute
.Onion now lobbying Maine-Legislature for $2.8 million fo-r-new iob classification
by Ilides1 M

After a five-month contract
dispute, the University of
Maine System • and a union
representing more than 700
university employees have
reached a settlement.
But "just because we settled
our contracts doesn't mean that
our work is done," said Mary
Skaggs, chief negotiator for the
union ACSUM.the Associated
office.
(clerical,
Colt
laboratory, and technical)Staff
of the University of Maine_
Although the university did
agree to implement the union's
major demand of a new job
classification system, it will
have to a•k• the State
1 egislature for the $2 8 million
to fund the new ssstem during

the new system would go into
plementation or commit itself
special appropriations in
system was the eesult of a fiveeffect, a point it previously conyear effort between ACSUM, to finding any funding for it in
January.
sidered vital.
the university's Teamsters. the future.
"Our members can't sit back
The university agreed to
ACSUM members refused to
Union. the university Superand assume the university will
return to the Legislature in
sign their contracts until the
visorsFtepresentative Council,
get the money. We have to lobuniversity made such a
January of 1989 if it didn't
by hard in -the Legislature." and the UMaine chancellor's
receive the $2.8 million needed
commitment
office, to replace the unisersiSkaggs said.
In November. the chair of ty's 19-year-old system which
paid females, on the average.
the legislature's Education
Our niembers can't wit back and ammume the
SI an hour less than males.
Committee. Stephen Bost. DImplementation of the new
Orono, submitted a bill to-prounivermitv will get the mone‘.for
funding
the
vide
system had been a major
Mar, Skaggs
implemenlation.
stumbling block at the
chief negotiator
"I really don't anticipate a
negotiating tables because it
great deal of concern about the
had a study completion date of
money, but it's always a ques- Feb. I, 1988, and did not have
for implementation during the
tion 4yiQ what(the.Legislat ure's .*.proiccted cost when the _-Negotiations were at a standspecial appropriations in
university mack-iti 1987-UTI still until the ;2.8 million propriorities are." hc said.
January, 1988.
Although Bost supported-the
academic year budget request
jected cost figure was released
If the Legistature approves
union durmg the five-month
to the UMarne board of trustees . from the study group in late
all the funding in this coming
in April. 1987.
dispute, he said the legislature
October.
January. the new classification
Without a projected cost the
played a "relatively minor
Bargaining resumed soon
university refused to request
role" in the negotiations.
after, and the union gave up its
(see ACSUM page 2)
funding for the study's imThc new job classification
demand for a firm date when

Former Sen. Gary Hart to speak at UMaine
by Ilesylas Isessi

Former Sen. Oars Hart, who withdrew from the
198X presidential race last spring. exactly 25 days After
he entered it. will speak on foreign policy Tuesday at
the Maine Center for the Ans.
All proceeds from Hart's S p m presentation will
go to support the U S.-Soviet Patting Project at the University of Maine.

In recent-des elopMents in the exchange program.
20 finalists to fill the sus envoy positions to the Soviet
Union will be selected before winter brcak, said the
program's director of public relations.
Wends Murch also said the 36 hosts for the Soviet
students, who could visit this campus as early as mid January, will be selected by the end of this week.
Murch said Hart. who withdrew from the race
because of extensive press coverage into his relation-

•
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solv"baire a 1S-1-I record sad an still rankeikbecond in the nation. Set story page Ie.

ship with model Donna Rice, is a good public speaker
with extensive experience in foreign policy.
"He is capable of commanding high speaker fees
now," she said. Hart's speech here comes a week
before he sets off on a nation-wide lecture circuit, she
said.
Hart, a long-time proponent for nuclear arms
reduction, will be speaking against the backdrop of
the Reagan-Gorbachev arms control summit this week
In 1983, Hart. a member of the Armed Services
Committee, led the march against the Reagan Adminsitration'.4 push for the use of MN missiles.
And in the sprintof 1985, as Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev called tor a moratorium on the deployment
of intermediate-range nuclear missiles, Hart called
upon President Reagan to take the proposal one step
forward.
One day after Gorbachev proposed the mOratorium.
Hart asked Reagan to include strategic nuclear arms
and antisatellite weapons in the moratorium.
Murch estimated about 500 tickets,. or about onethird of the seating apacits available, had been sold
last week.
She said she thinks many people are waiting to the.
last moment to buy their tickets. Murch said she also
Thinks the Hart-Rice issue may draw some more people to the presentation.
"I'm sure someone will ask, and it will be done in
bad taste, just for the quick laugh and titters." she
said.
As for the pairing program. Murch said of the 85
applicants received, 20 students will be chosen as the
finalists and will be notified before Christmas break
Through a newly established point system—"a
physical record of *hat is done" —and through interiews, these 20 students will be cut until the final six
members are chosen.
Althoughas of yet they hasci not heard from their
Soviet counterparts, Murch said, they are expecting
to have the UMaine students visit the U.S.S.R. next
'spring.
Murch also said the Soviet students are expected
sometime between mid -January and mid-February.
Thirty-six people will be selected to be "buddies"
for the 12 Soviet exchange students.
"The) will have one buddy to live with and two that
they go around campus with," she said. "It gives
them a wider range of experiences.
"This(program)is a concrete step forward; to bring
younger people together who might influence the
future politics of tomorrow."
•
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Students break into
York dining hall
Three (nisei-soy of Maine students
were arrested and charged with Class-C
burglary after they allegedly broke into
the York dining commons and stole
tood late Enda% night
-7TV. tifinta (hi.
-Peter' Dufour
Stuart L. Cayer. 19, and John R
Pelitilef. 20. both of 724 South Main
st. Old Than. were released-from the
1:Mainc Department of Public Safety on
S5,000 personal recognizance bail after
questioning
A female resident of York Hall.
heliesed to be a fourth person invel8ed
in the incident. was later questioned and
released.
About midnight Friday. Officer
Robert Norman was making lufrounds
through,York Hall when he noticed milk •
;rates stacked outside a cafeteria door
and heard mosement inside
A few minutes later, he saw Dufour
some out of the building, followed by
Cayes Norman held them until police
armed, then checked the cafeteria
and
4.
round Pelletier inside .
During questioning. police leained the
three had been at 3 parry m a room mYork Hall and. it about 11 p.m decided to go to the cafeteria and get some
food.
Accompanied b. a woman. thes
allegedly forced one of the cafeteria's
hack doors, Pole some potato chips and
rolls and left
Norman found baked goods scattered
aticiut the cafeteria's baker)
Police said Dufour. Caser and
Pelletier returned. without the woman,
lust before midnight and were caught hs
Norman.
Class-C burglar) carries a Mail MIMI
penalty of a S2.500 fine and foe year.
in prison.
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Older students

Non-traditior
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Stair Wtitiff
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Most students have thougetling a college education immediately
after high school. But not all people who
decide to pursue a college education are
the "tradowinar-i-8-year-old freshman.
About 12 percent of the lints entity of
Maine student population is comprised
of "non-traditional" students.
Presently., there arc 3.580 nontraditional students at the university Of
Maine Their ages range from 24 to
60-years-old and older.
"Statisticalls speaking, on our campus, a non-traditional student is someone who is 24-years-old or older,"
said Maxine Harrow, associate dean of
student services at the uniserstty.
Non-traditiogal students hase often
had a break from academic life and are
"a little shaky on study skills," according to Harrow.
But that doesn't mean they are out of
place
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Erling Skorpen. a philosophy pro
lessor' at UNIamem finds that most nontraditional students are life-long
learners.
"the'. lose learning tor its own sake,
They enjoy, the gise and take between
professor andstudcnt and are not afraid
to speak up." Skorpcn said.
Doug Bell. 29, a resident assistant in
Chadbourne Hall. said that most non-
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By Leigh Rubin

Rubes'

B Lei.h Rubin

system
will he in place
June 30
ACSUM members won't bare4erwait
that long for a 6 percent cost of Issing
pay 1/KielAC which had been denied
them until they signed their contracts
lhc pay increase, rettoactive to Juts
1987, slxiuld be in union members'
December paychecks Skaggs said
"This is a difficult time of year."
she said. "Whether the money is used
to lilt- up oil tanks -of for Cliristrnas
presents. I'm sure it will be appreciated_"
Samuel D'Armco. I Maine associate
%ice:chancellor . tor human fesoiuces,
said he's happy the negotiations are
oser. hut that the contrad dispute could
base been taken care of much earlier
"I know we would have done thc
Same things concerning the funding, but
they seemed to feel they needed it in
writing." he said.
'Concerning the retroactise pay in
:rease, he said "IX-spite what sor1,
.
people-ttnnk.--our emriloyees are still
employees and I don't like it any molt.
than they do when they don't get their
salar) increases."
"It's a big issue, especially for
women," Skaggs said of the new
classification system which closes the
pay gap between organizational skills
and physical labof—
Bost said he hopes the negotiation's
outcome sets a precedent for the way the
unisersity deals with contract disputes.
"I was surprised the unisersity let the
issue simmer for so long," he said.
hope now it will deal differently with
similar issues that arise in the future "
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University of Maine,0
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For Tickets & Information

$4 Students/$6 General Public(C

All proceeds from this event will benefit the US -Sov
is sponsored by the International Affairs Club of the
program coordinates an exchange of American andl
For further information, pleakir call Sfil 12
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Older students enjoy a different college life
Non-traditional students number 3,580 at UMaine
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Most students have thoulAts_L_A__getling a caege_cducation immediately
after high school. But not all people who
decide to pursue a college education are
The _!•isaclitionat"--1-8-.year-old freshman. About 32 percent of the Unisersity of
Maine student population is comprised
of "non-traditional" students.
Presently, there are 3.580 nontraditional students at the University Of
Maine Their ages range from 24 to
60-years-old and older.
"Statistically speaking. on our campus. .1 non-traditional student is someone who is 24-years-old or older."
said Maxine Harrow, associate dean of
student sersices at the unisersits.
Non-traditional students hasc often
had a break from academic life and are
"a little shaky on study skills." according to Harrow.
But that doesn't mean they are out of
place

traditional students are more centered
than traditional students.
- "Most want a change of lifestyle.
They--wouldial__Ale_ _here
didn't," he said..
How es er, this change of lifestyle can
he accompanied by some problems.
Tern Dinette. 27;a nursing student.
encountered some problems when she
returned to college after 10 years.
"It was really hard at first, but once
you get back into the school mode. it
gets easier." she said. Binetie wanted to get away from her
small town of Patten. Maine and travel
after graduating from highschool.-Her
seven-year enhstment in the army gase
her the opportunity to-frac-eke Europe.
"It definitely . was worth the trip,"
she said.
Elinor Brown. a 49-year-old student.
is pursuing a Master's Degree in
Counselor Education. She has been
married 26 yearS and has two children
of traditional college age.
"I came with great trepidation."
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Erlmg Skorpen. a philosophy prot
__ lessor at UMainem finds that most nontraditional students are lifi-long
learners.
"They lose learning tor its own sake
They enjoy the give and take between
professor andstudent and arc not afraid
to speak up," Skorpen said.
Doug Bell. 29, a resident assistant in
Chadbourne Hall, said that most non

said. "I didn't want to be the
motherly type."
. for her, attending UMaine is a career
change. She has taught for 13 years and
now seeks a career in counseling
she

Millie Solar is a non-traditional student who is married and has three
children. For her, the university prosides motivation and stimulation
through interaction ith people.

V.4k(**..*,4kgiagiA4kAYA4k

**I'mAiroadening and expanding what
1 already know," she said. "It's sery
enjoyable."
Striat attended the Julhard--Schoelief
Music for four years and tries to audit
two classes es ery semester.
She finds few problems with being a
nanarachtional student.

sonal satisfaction. He is married and has
two children.
He is pursuing a double major of
jouthatistruand political' science.
UMaine is his second college
experience.
Jule reached the junior level at the
University of Miami-Ohio and has spent

"It'. .hard for me to realize that I'm as old as I am.—
Chuck Jule
23 years in the insurance business.
"There's no question that I can
"It's hard for me to realize that I'm.
assimilate and digest easier because 1 can
as old as I am. It's nice to be exposed
relate it to my life experience." she
to freshness again; it's one way of staysaid.
ing young:" he said.
Striar. a Bangor resident, tries to
Jule said that being knowledgeable in
come back to the university every
one's field will no longer be adequate in
semester!
the future.
"I'm lucky that I have the University
"You need to develop expertise,"
of-Maine 10 miles from my home,"
he said. "People will find that they will
she said.
have to go to college to upgrade their
Keith Brann is a 24-year-old senior.
knowledge."
He's been at UMaine since be was 18.
As associate dean of Student Services,
"I've changed my major five
Harrow
provides services and programs
he
said.
times,"
that will meet the needs of nonAn attack of appendicitis also protraditional students.
longed Brann's education. He expects to
Her department offers study skill prograduate in the spring of 1988 and is
housing information, carpoolgrams,
concentrating his studies in journalism
ing, child care facilities and identity
and broadcasting.
cards Which allow non-traditional
He finds life in Estabrooke Hall better than traditional student dorm life - "' students to pay student rates at events
on campus.
and feels more comfortable in the non"The hardest thing is communicatraditional dorm. Brann said that
tion:" she said, "getting them to know
Estabrooke is quieter and is "more like
hotel than a dorm."
Ise* STUDENT page 41
Chuck Jule'attends UMaine for per-
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The U.S.-Soriet Pairing Program pracents

Gary Hart

•

Photo Editor
City Editor
Cartoonist
Production Manager

Tuesday,December 8th at 8 p.m.
I lutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine,Orono

Senator Hart will present his
views on foreign policy,
followed by an open
question and answer period.
For Tickets & Information call 581-1755

he
s.
he
"I
th

is taking applications for

$4 Students/$6 General Publ,ic(General Seating)
All proceeds from this event will benefit the US -Soviet Painng Program which
University of Maine The
is spon+ored by the International Affairs Club of
program coordinates an eychange or American andovwt university '.rodent'.
Or further tnformanon please call St41-1277 Of 581-1613,

These are all paid positions.
Submit all applications &
examples of work to
Jan Vertefeuille, Suite 7A,
Lord Hall.
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Dole and

Maine Engineering professor honored
ly Patrick III. BMW
On Thursday evening, Nos. 12.
a large crowd gathered in Boardman Hall to honor a most colorful man, Professor George E.
Clifford.
The president of the American
. Sobiety.' of Mechanical Engineers.
Craig Wells, and Vice President,
William Hansen, presented the
award. It was also announced that
a new annual scholarship had been
established in honor of Professor
George E. Clifford. With
he communicted his
gratitu
to the mechanical
many tha
ts for their conengineering
tinued support.
Born in Hartland, Maine in
1921 and raised in Boothbas Harbor. Clifford knows what it means
to be from Maine. He financed his
way through %.xillege by working in
various boatyards . around his
- --'- home.
He attended the University of

Maine between 1939 and 1943.
-and although he did well in school,
he found it to be a struggle. Upon
graduating the last thing he
wanted to do was set toot in
-Another classroom. He went to the
--Offiver's Candidate School recei%
ing his commission in Ordinance
and as fate would have it, he
found himself teaching new
recruits.
After a child atm 2% a desien
engineer in an Old Town firm in
1949, Professor Clifford joined.
the Engineering Drawing Department at the Urusersits of Maine
In 1949 he accepted a position in
the Mechanical Engineering
Department under then department chairman. Harry Watson
He went on to earn a masters in
education in 1951. It was this same
year he substituted at West Point
Milner) Academy pending a shortage of personnel fighting in the
Korean War.
He returned to UMairre in 1954
where he has concentrated in such

disersc subjects as machine design,
thermoengineering ,projects
throughout Maine and for the
unieersity system.
He is the author of Hearing.
Fent:faring. and Air Condition:mg
sr-twit-is iseequinxitext for many.
mechanical engineering studnets
throughout the nation.
It would not be an exaggeration
to state that esery mechanical
engineer who has graduated from
Orono.since 1954 has had Clifford'./, 11111
for at least one class. His'33 years
•••
,
of dedicated service have been
Being
s.
student
his
by
driXen
witness and mentor to the infinite
cycle of growth, learning, and
maturits was in itself an untioun._ ding reward for him
He said he has been lucky to do
something he loses and get paid
for it. But in all reality it has been
the students who are the truly fOrtunate ones having .been able to
learn from the experiaice of a true
Piehmir Gimmt0111fonk
UMaine legend.

..r.

non-traditional student.
said almost all of them base one thing ' down with the
catalog of classes.
the
h
throug
go
n;
in commo
al or curriculum
financi
any
answer
highly
"Practically all of them are
find out what the individual's
ns,
questio
e
to
sacnfic
willing
arc
and
ed
motivat
needs are and respond to those needs.
economicall)," she said. " A lot of
"Most non-traditional students want
ering."
re-care
them are
improve their possibilities in life.. to
to
Harrow said part of her job is to sit
work for a career goal," she said.
. She also said that they base demands
on them that !case to be dealt` with
"Eserybods CA pros them to he "A"
students. Thm• base to learn to adjust
to that and learn that that's O.K., liar
row said.
Those non-traditional students with
families hase unique problems The) arc
pun von 11 save aa adigl
not onl) responsible for themselses but
an
tioimi le%
hear spouses and children as well.
--'--to_t
et
-r
trir
prrirt
ats"rd
k ewes an and
"The) have unique problems as the)
.wm
evweart
to balance responVitrittiy."she
try
1
,
h• 4Ni," 16
said.
Along these lines, pan of being a non•
traditional student is learning to adjust
to lite on campus Those who don't
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commute find that living at the uniser
sits has its merits and downfalls
Brann toes in Estabrooke Hall where
it is requucd for residents to be 21 years
old of older
"I would neser lise in a regular
dorm." Brann said "The age dn..
ference is 16 great "
; Brann used to toe in Oxford Hall his
Ireshman year. He finds Estabrooke a
pleasant change
"Freshmen bring,a lot of their high
school habits with them," he said
" He, described what he calls the
'where freshmen
"frrshrtian experienee"
Jo `•!.‘a lot of crais,. stupid things "
He\d4 not elaborate. hut said that
m usually grow out of it. '
fresh
'ft realty doesn't imPre4.4 me,but it's
part of-the-freshman experience- i got
that out of my vystem 'he said. Binette toed in Androscoggin Hali
her first year at U; Maine
.bser •I U111)1NT page 11;
•
•

•
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Call Ekelund Properties
866-2516
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Swop Shop 81 Ski Sale
Liquidation Prices!
New & Used Equipment
-4,
Tues. Dec 8 & Wed, Dec. 9
2nd floor Union
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*Student
what resources are available to
them."
Some students, Harrow said, are Interested in two-year programs. tour-year
programs, and some don't really know
what they want
Despite these differences. Harrow

PELLA, Iowa (API — Republican
presidential front-runners Vice President George Bush and Sen. Bob Dole
both attacked conservative opponents of
the U.S. Sos•ict arms control treaty, with
Bush calling the critics "those noisy peoplc." •
, During a campaign stop it toaiii;-—Bash said be •-teisul4t-sussalass2-Lishat
the consersative ado ists think about the
treats
"I don't- care what some of those
noiss people attacking our president
think. I don't think it's called for. I
don't have any respect for it and I don't
approse of it," Bush said

_
•

ai
MOSCOW(AP)— Hundreds of burin
ly ,men in civilian clothes roughed up
P'
refuseniks and journalists Sunday and
bt
knocked down,and detained U.S TV
newsman Peter " Arnett during risal
demonstrations on the ese of the U
th
Soviet summit
At least 100 refuseniks, Sosiets denied
Si'
permission to emigrate, planned to take
part in.a protest against So% let restricol
tions on emigration._
At least 2' were detained en route to
the Moscow demonstration, and the
others were overwhelmed by about 200
plainclothes KGB agents and about 100
members of the officially supported
So% iet Peace Committee.
1
The agents jammed Smolensks
Square and justleti refuseniks who
4
managed to get through police cordons
blocking all entrances to the protest site,
a small triangle of grass opposite the
Foreign Ministrs
They %hoard and occisionalls threw
punches at ictuseniks and Western journalists trying to photograph the clash.
It. was the clearest indication in the
weeks leading up to the Dec 8-10
Washington summit that Sos let
authorities %sill not tolerate public ex7,-prroacins of dissent exert under Milt hail
S. Gorbachev's polic) of "glasnost."
Or openness on certain topics.
It appeared that authorities went to
considerable lengths to quell the
refuseniks' protest.
Alexander Feldman, a refusenik and
would-be demonstrator,- told The
Associated Press he spent Saturdaynight at his sister's apartment in an attempt to asoid St:islet authorities.
When he left his sister's home Sunday
morning to go to- the demonstration,
Feldman said three men put him into a
waiting black sedan and drose him to a
police station'40 miles outside Moscow.
He said hewA released about 2:30p.m.,
two hours after the protest was over.
About 15 minutes into the refuseniks
protest, plainclothes agents knocked
down and struck Arnett. the Moscow
correspondent for Cable Network News,
and then hustled him into a bus and
drosc him to a nearby office.
Arnett said he was released after
about four hours, after being presented
with a written accusation that he
assaulted a Sosiet citizen It)y r. knocking
off his hat with a microphone. Arnett
said he wrote a formal lenial of the
allegations.
'niformed police chased strollers and
bus passengers from the Moscow protest site shortly-before-not* and station- led teams of police and plainclothes KGB
--- agents around the perimeter to keep
other pedestrians:isway.
At least five busloads of plainclothes
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Dole and Bush attack opponents of treaty
PEL 1 A. Iowa IAP) — Republican
presidential front-runners Vice President George Bush and Sen. Bob Dr*
both attacked conservative opponents of
the U.S. Soviet arms control treaty, with
Bush calling the cntics "those noisy peopk-"
--7---During a campaign stopBuilt said he
the conser% ative aCtisists think about the

Meanwhile, President Reagan called
Dole in New Hampshire. on Saturday
night to thank him for a statement
decrying "those ridiculous personal attacks" thaf\,"chould neser hase any
place in the political dialogue and k:C1 •
minty not when directed at the president
- of the -Unned States on the eve of the
summit.

'

treaty.

"I don't care *hat some of those
noisy people attacking our president
think. I don't think it's called for. I
don't have any respect for it and I don't
approse of it." Bush said.

Reagan also thanked Dole for a letter the senator sent Friday in which Dole
said the treaty to eliminate intermediate
range nuclear missiles "is not a test of
loyalty to our party or to you, as some
have tried to portray it."

During the conversation. Reagan told
Dole he understood the Senate's responsibility in the treaty process and that he
hoped that would be - carried out extveditioulsy and that senators would take
a thorough look at the treaty, White
House spokesperson B.J. Cooper said.
The president Aka told Dole that he
had not been felefrnafi-so- Doak or any
other senator when he spoke earlier
about the treaty's critics, Cooper said.
In an interview on Thursday, Reagan
had said that critics of the pact were
people who had accepted "the inevitability of war," prompting the

conservative attacks on the president.
Bush, who has been the only GOP
presidential contender to support the
proposed agreement, described the conservative groups that attacked Reagan
exas simply "way off on *be political
,
tram nen-"

"We're on the verge in Washington
of something I think is quite
historic," Bush told several hundred
people in a crowded gymansium Friday
night. It's time, he said; to "put aside
those little political aspirations and get
behind the president of the Untied
States."

KGB roughs up refuseniks, journalists
— Hundreds of burroughed up
clothes
ly men in civilian
refuseniks and journalists Sunday and
knocked down_ nod detained US rv
newsman Peter Arnett during rival
demonstrations on the eve of the
Soviet summit
At least 100 refuseniks. Soviets denied
permission to emigrate, planned to take
part ma protest against Sosiet resole lions on emigration
At least 27 were detained en route to
the Moscow demonstration, and the
others were overwhelmed by about 200
plainclothes KGB agents and about 100
members of the officially supported
Sit Peace ComMittee.
.
The agents Jammed Smolensk,
Square and nistled refuseniks who
managed to get through police cordon%
blocking all entrances to the protest site,
a small triangle of grass opposite the
Foreign Ministry
They shoSed and occisionally threw
punches at ictuseniks and Western Jour
nalists trying to photograph the clash
li- was the clearest indication in the
weeks leading up to the Dec. 8-10
Washington summit that Sosict
authorities will not tolerate public cain under Mik hail
r-roc:ions of &nem
S Gorbachev's polies of "glasnost."
or openness on cei tAill topics.
It appeared that authorities went to
considerable lengths to quell the
refuseniks' protest.
Alexander Feldman, a refusenik and
would-be demonstrator,- told The
Associated Press he spent Saturday
night at his sister's apartment in an at
tempt to as Old SO% let authorities
When he left his sister's home Sunday
morning to g9 to- the demonstration.
Feldman said three men put him into a
waiting black sedan and dros c him to a
police stat 411140 miles outside Moscow .
He said he ws released about 2:30 p.m.,
two hour' after the protest was oser.
About IS minutes into the refuseniks
protest. plaitislothes agents knocked
down and struck Arnett. the Moscow
correspondent for Cable Network News,
and then hustled him into a bus and
drosc him to a nearby office.
Arnett said he was released after
about four hours, after being presented
with a written accusation that he
assaulted a Sosict citizen lay, knocking
off his hat with a microphone. Arnett
said he wrote a formal denial of the
allegations
Uniformed police chased strollers and
bus passengers from the Moscow pro
test site shortly before noon and stationed teams of police and plainclothes KGB
agents around •-the perimeter to keep
other pedestrians away
At least fise busloads of plainclothes
MOSCOW ItkPl
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agents then arrived with signs proclaiming support for peace and opposition to
President Reagan's plans for a space
based Missile defense system, "Star
Wars.
These were wielded by agents during
the counter-demonstration, which had
not been announced in advance. Agents
surrounded the refuseniks, jabbing them
with their elbows and the wooden Staffs
of the Peace signs
The agents used the peace sigrooky

block photography by Western correspondents and to damagethe equipment of television crews. •
Arnett speculated that agents went
after him because his crew managed to
keep filming, despite the attempts to
blocicitsview7He sant the men who de
tamed him were "very belligerent" and
ground his U.S. passport into the earth
and tried to rip up his official press
accreditation.
The official Tass news agency said

late Sunday that the counter demonstration was disturbed "by a group of provocateurs, who had wormed their way
into the ranks of the participants in the
rally, trying to discourse on human
rights, swinging their fists and shouting
insults."
Activists scheduled demonstrations in
Moscow and Leningrad to draw attention to the thousands of Soviet Jews
they say are being kept in the Soviet
Union against their will.
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Roy, Cl
For nearly 20 years. Roy
Clark has rolled his aqua blue
eyes, plucked his banjo, sung
his tunes and welcomed loyal
fans to tclesision's "Hee
Haw."
If that tele% iced melange of
country music and humor was
his only claim to fame. Clark's
forthcoming l'Maine -concert
would be notable But (lark
will also tiring nearly 40 years
of musical &chic% conents to the
stage when he performs Dec
10. 8 p.m.. at the Hutchins
Concert Hall. Maine Center for
the Arts.

Clark's UMaine appearance
is pitsented with assistance
from WVII-TV, Bangor. "Hee
Haw's local affiliate, and country music station WQCB-FM,
Brewer.
Clark's musical repertoire
and horizons hase greatly expanded since he played a stnnged cigar box with a ukelele neck
in grade school. The Virginia
natise is an accomplished
guitarist. fiddler and banjO-player. He has performed in
England, France. West Germany.. Cannes. Monaco.
Switzerland. Japan.,the So'.let

Union and elsewhere osersea,
In addition to his many concerts. records and teles'mon appearances in this country. Clark
has won numerous awards and
honors as a pacesetter in country music His latest album is
"Rockin' in the Countrs."
and he recently made a two
record set of his past hit songs
With Mel Tiflis, he co-produced
and co-starred in "Uphill All
the Way. '1 Comedy western-.
mosie released to 1986,
A few tickets are -still
ailabie. For further inform:
non, call 581-1'55
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Sinion'-s Memoirs

sional v. r it er it tusimaeball car
reei doesn't work out. A truth
seeking Older brother. Stanly,
and a father who is struggling
A.famils in the midst of the just -to sursise are only several
Great Depression and their
elements which force Eugene
soo's ideas of lose and success to endure hardships of a tight
crime to a head in Neil Simon's household. the problem is fur:
classic corned,' Brighton Beach tiler exacerbated bs a small in%lemon's. showing Dec 10-13 at vasion co( poor relators
the Postilion Theater.
"Simbn real!) shows the difSimon has used this small
es in generations by conferenc
to
town
York
New
Brooklyn,
Eugene. his older
ng
trasti
recreate pan of his teenage sStanly and his
er
brOth
g
havin
lf
.himse
ces.
perien
Foss said,: "The
r."
fathe
grown up in a Jewish family
bear the added
must
father
times.
durillig hard
burden of taking in his wife's
Under the direction of sister and nieces. while Stanley
University of Maine theater searches for ideas as a young
major. Joseph Foss. the Simon adult in the workforce and
production is the first of three Eugene dreams of his
student directed plays to run in future "
the 1987-88 Maine Masque
Brighton Beach Memoirs is
season. Considering the qualithird production Foss has
the
,
source
its
ty of the script and
ed in addition to Isreal
direct
stany
alread
is
tion
produc
the
ts's Line and Tennessee
Horowi
ding on solid ground.
Wittrome— fa•rr ll'rerperties
Foss became acquainted with Condemned.
Brighton Beach in a recent trip
to New York. Now a personal
Appearing in the cast are
favorite of his, he decided to James Sasoic, Richard Rose.
bring the work back to school Michael Biggie. Julie Hopkins,
with him.
Laura Sparks. Jennifer Meisle
,5imon's main character in and Abby Alexander
"Ilrioa React
The Jerome taamilh Embers in
this semi:autobiographical play
es at 8
Rec. 10-13 at the
rmanc
ted
perfo
presen
Three
be
to
rs."
Memoi
is narrator Fueene Jerome. a
p.m. are sioplemenied hs a 2 . I nisersos of Maine. the (ast of the Maine Massharp-witted, highminded
James 1atioe.
porn. mat neePec. 13.
que theatre production includes
teenager aspiring to be a profes-
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Artier K. Tliompsom stands bit smile her
of Maim Honors( enter.

Honors Center sl
A show of sketches of England by,.
Arline K Thomson is currentli being
shown at the L. nisersity of \Paine
Honors Center
former director
the Honors—renter and for whom it is
•
named
The artwork will be on display for the
next social months and includes earls
works by the artist, who drew all thc
sketcWisn Wafforl wV1i her husband
"When he went on Sabbatical, we
usually stayed in I ondon." Thomson
said,"there's a number of sketches of
I ondon "
Sketches done ;n Scotland, Cambridge. Wales. and Richmond arc_in the

'an(la/ism (.1
by Tempest S. Farley
W hen I think of sancralififClitinik
of a group of adolescent boys who
hose nothing better to do to pass their
time away. Ii is something that is
rcgarded as bang childish- Chat is
done by people who do not realize the
affects of vandalism. If ,thts issc. cpted as being true. then why do we
.0.c nameless, faceless immature col
ge students blowing this whole
len) of ss hs people '.andante'
On Friday night, a fire extingisher.
• olen from Androscoggin Hall. was
that
1.ed to spray a schick in front of
form
Ater. in front of Gannett Hall, the
•ame extinguisher was used to spray
car complete!), and ant they par- ion!) before the extinguisher v.a,
.
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Honors Center shows sketches
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exhibit and because •'my husband los
A shtsw of sketches of ['natant! by:,
ed sports. 1 put some of those in the
.Arline k Thomson is currentli, being
she .said. :
stiown at the Lnisersity of Aram.
1 homson works part time for
Honors Center
%luncs Public Information and Cen-Thomson.
Ser.% ices in the
tral
--Rotvert- T-tionssonr_a-tnr771C1 director of:.
She is workingon airool tif sketches to .
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works his the artist, who dress all thc
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Vandalis
by Tempest S. Farley
k
A hen I think of sanctilism. rthm
it a group of adolescent boys who
have nothing better to do to pass their
It is semi-thing that is
time assay
as being childish- (hat is
r
d
7cgarde
donity people who do not realize the
affects of sandatisrn If tbis 13 accepted as being true. ihcn why do we
hate nameless. faceless immature college students Mowing this whole
!hears of wh% people %andante'
On[Was night, a fire extingisher,
stolen from Androscoggin Hall, was
used to spray a ‘ehwic in front of that
dorm
later. in from of Gannett Hall, the
same extinguisher was used to spray
a car compktely. and another partiallls before the extinguisher was
-mptied Then the sandals went Ilia

fourth vehicle And Stra.heri the hub
caps Saturdas night, a car parked in
front of Cumberland Hall had one of
its windows smashed, and the tall,
s eposs wooden posts that were Just
past
put into the ground within the
two. weeks as an aid for snowplows
were cut in half
Sow I. like other *WI%'dual% in
their right minds, ask myself, why?
s? Is it
A hs do people do these thing
other
lite
sanda
to
so gratifying
peoples possessions?
(*siously. these barbarians satisfy
some inner desire or else they
wouldn't insist on being destructive
I do know that the indisiduals who
performed on Friday night were, in
tact, drunk. It is not news that the
majority of college students on this
campus as well as many others across
the nation party on the weekends.

_Bin_ what provokes this destructiveness? I'm sure that if the vandals
hase made it to the university level of
education, that they have some intelligence and sense. I just can't help
hut wonder what their reasons are for
wanting to be vandals. Don't they
realize allot the affects of % andalism?
Or do they really have no regard for
other peoples rights?
A lot ot money goes into repairing
the damage that sandals cause. Van ats hate no idea as to the amount
ff. grief they cause their sictims as
well as the other people that must inI
% olve ithemselses.
. It Jos's time and money to have
one's car cleaned. or to- go through
the hassle of replacing a window. Not
to mention the time you spend with
the police over such an incident.
The personal grief is the hardest to
heal. For the victims who saved their
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money to pay for their cars, there's
a lot of their hard work shattered.
Looking at this issue from a
broader perspective, taxpayers pay
the salaries of those workers who
must replace those wooden posts,
oom
Paint those graffitied bathr
winn
broke
those
ce
repla
:or
walls
dows. Money also goes into the cost
of the materials used in repairing the
damage.
This does not begin to elaborate on
the expenses that vandalism causes.
If people would only remember and
follow the Golden Rule, life on this
earth would he a nicer place to live.
rempest S. Farley is a freshman
residing in Cumberkmd Hall who toll
try to avoid ever parking her vehicle
in fiont, of her dorm.
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•Welfare 'fraud costs U.S. 1$ billion a year
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fraud in
the federal government's major welfare
program for mothers and children could
be costing SI billion a year accorcfingTo
a report by the Department of Health
and Human Services's inspector general.
The report estimates that federal and
state governments could sase 5800
million a year just by placing more emphasis on weeding out unqealified applicants before they start receiving
benefits under the Aid to Families IA;ith
Dependent Children program.
Other sasings would 11(4 from
removing people from the rollswhose

changing circumstances render them in
eligible for benefits after their initial
qualification.
The AFDC_ fraud is a billion dollar
problem that is not responding to traditional approaches to combating
fraud." the report said. "It often
amount' to an interest free loan for
perpetrators who face little risk of prosecution or other punitise action."
The report, obtained late Friday. emphasized that "for the sake of clarity.
we hase used the broader definition of
fraud that includes unintentional
misrepresentations of facts by clients"

Wiretap may have
affected nomination
—CAMBRIDGE. MASS f CPS) —
illegal wiretap on a Harvard law-professors phone may hase helped
derail the nomination of Douglas
Ginsburg to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Law Prof. Laurence H. Tribe, an
influential legal scholar *hose opinion turned some U.S. senators
against the Robert Bork nomination
in October. said he made confidential statements on his office phone
questioning Ginsburg's lack of experience, and that rumors that Tribe
would try to block the nomination
began circulating the next day.
On Oct. 11, three days after the

conversation, police discovered-itfr---meone had put an illegal wiretap on
Tribe's phone.
"It's very upsetting," Tribe said.
"To think my private consersations
were being shared with a person with
no scruples is definitely not a good
feeling"
Tribe added he couldn't speculate
who might have—apped his Phone.
Ginsburg. of course, eventually
withdrew his candidacy for 'the
Supreme Court No. 8 after public
reselations that he'd smoked marijuana as a student and, in 19/9. while
a lass professor.

as well the kind of intentional represen
tanon . that could lead to criminal
prosecution
Citing social contributing factors.
the report said. —.The low priority
AFDC fraud detes,tis,sr feCtiliCS in man.
stalesmay be attributable, in part, to the
absence of national leadership, guidance
and assistance from HHS "
the program coming under criticism
from Inspector General Richard P
Kusserow. who operates independently
from other branches of the depart •
ment. is run tis the Family Support
Administration

In a written response to a draft of the
report, which was attached to the final
report, the head of of the Family Support Administratfon, Wayne A. Stanton. said he "agreed wholeheartedly"
wath the need to reduce fraud and would
"look into the feasibility" of implementing the report's recommendations
A spokesperson for the agency said of
the final report "We hase just gotten it.
Since we normally base about 60 days
to comment, it would be inappropriate
at this point to say anything about
It "

Third of dropouts leave
because of lack of funds
COLLEGE PARK. MD(CPS) — About a.third of the students who drop out
of college leave for 1110fleY reasons, a 5-year examination of dropout patterns by
the University Of Maryland Concluded fast week„
Some of the dropouts might have graduated "if they had receised the benefits
of existing programs or services," student affairs Vice Chancellor Richard Stun son said.
Trying to discover why students kit college before graduating, Maryland's Student Affairs Office started following the progress of some 800 1980 freshmen.
divided into a — representatise group" of students from saned backgrounds and
a "minority group" of black students
.I.n.aILalmnsI 1.8-percent cif-the."urpresentafere-grotip" an4---24 percent of- thc--- • "Minority group" eventually left college
Thirty-two percent of the "— representative" and 44 percent of the minorits
dropouts said they left for financial reasons
"That's a problem that higher education is facing right now." conceded
Maryland Chancellor John Slaughter. "This campus must (provide more financial aid), but this campus shares that problem with the rest of the nation."
The Maryland study also showed that few of the dropouts used the counseling
and adslung resources asarlaNe on the campus to help them solve money problems.

December Graduates!!
Wednesday, Dec. 9th -- PUB CRAWL in Bangor
Busses will be at the Union (by Shibles) at 8:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Pick-up will be at 12:00 & 1:00 a.m. at Casa Bonita's
(fomerly Benjamin:s).
Casa Bonita's - Band 'SHY BOYS"
75' drafts w/specials on sombreros & margueritas.
FREE NACHOS
McCarthy's - Drink 'specials all night long!!
Whig & Courier - Happy hour prices all night!!

Thursday._ Dec. 10 -- PUB NIGHT in Damn Yankee
Band "CEREAL KILLERS" - 9:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.
$1 per person - December Grads free!!
50' drafts!
PROPER ID REQUIRED & STUDENT ID
Kick offfinals the fun way!!
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Nana

the ' 1 'Maine hockey team
that they arc one of the top
_hockey teams in the colintrY
swept the Boston Unisetsity Te
Walter BrovinArena this wed
the Black Bears showed that 1
victor', at Alfond on Nosember
not a fluke
. On Friday the 'Black Hear
through with an =pressor 6:
Saturday %lame was even lieu
ing out of Boston with a 7-I t ict
four important points in Hocki
the wins mose UMaine to th
the yrs-tidings in Hockey East.
Maine cOach Shawn Wal
delighted 41th his team's petrol
"I'm happy not only with 1
wins, but how we did it," WA(
"Our players took pride in defer
the game became very easy bet
that"
.
. .
nunes,Aearn_dapits_ was
bright spot as 13 different plas
at least one point on the weeki
"1 was impressed with our del
saturday we had three regulars 1
it didn't esen faze us," Walsh
Maine had missed the set% ii.vx o
Major, Bob t'orlturn and Todd
all due to sickness and injuries
Friday night Maine exploded I
goals in the second period to go
.2 Maine neser looked had
In the first period Maine's CI
1 alonde had put Maine on top v
!ipped home a Claudio Scremin
But_111-: Was able to tie it Ash(
Pesklewis scored with just 11 s
left in the period.
The'floodgates opened in the
period--atinisits. Mate 4
Bob(or k um. and Vince0insiou i
tor the Black 'Rears
Maine also had. a goal cane
when the puck was kicked in t
Perron
..
. Carntsio's goal happened on a
?atilt looking play when he tiso
defender as a screen and shot
•hot to the cornet' of the net
V ainechtxt goal came on the
play as Golden took a pass trot
No is at the point and blasted
from about 31 feet out into -the
left corner of the net
Corkum's goal came on-a strati
as he shot the puck by goalteride
Bradley from a tough angle
the puck had already,passed t I
the crease,*
when Corium choppi
with
a backhanded shoS and it w
,
Maine made it '5-1 at 'the 11:31
Of the period when %' nce 0
knocked home ayerhtrt
u
rush.
.
-, .
Golden had rushed arm
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UMaine sweeps BU in weekend duel
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The (Maine hockey team showed
that they arc one of the top college
_hockey teams in the colarttrj as they
swept the Boston Unisersits Terriers at
Walter Brown•Arena this weekend.
The Black Wars showed that their 7-5
sictors at Altond on Nosember /4 was
not a fluke.
. On Enda) the 'Black Bears came
through with an impressise 6 2 win
Saturday Maine was even better corning out of Roston with a 7-1 '.k-tory and
Four important points in Hockey Fast
t he'ss in s move UMaine to the top of
the standings in Hockey- Etst.- - Maine cgrach Shawn Walsh was
delighted Alth his team's performance.
"I'm happy not only with the two
wins, hut how we did a." ‘.% alsh said.
'bur players took pride in defense, and'
the game became very easy hcsause of
that"

defenseman and was soming in to
- Bradles's right when he shot. The puck
went off Bradley and the tar post before
Guidon' cruised in and scored.
BU got one hack earls in the 'third
period when Vitlie Kentala scored off a
Mike Keller assist. But Maine's Mario
gave UMaine hack its four goal cushion
when he stole the puck from a
defensrman and got a shorthanded goal
to account for the final score of 6-2.
Saturdas was more of the same for
the Black Bears as they jumped out to
a 2-0 lead on goals by Dave Capuano
and the ever present Golden. Golden got
his fourteenth goal of the cult young

to
AMEN.
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mummy

ibu remember she w
there-when you were
frightened. And if vi )u got hurt.
she was standing
ban
dages ‘‘ouldrit itled good
to talk to your mother a}.,ram
right now) 1
Calling o4er AT&T Long
probablV.
COStS less yan you think. tQu.
.And if '1)tiha-Ve any questions
.ihout AT&T rates or serviCe.,
a customer service repre
sentatwr is alwayS standing
hy to talk to Witt Just call
1 800 222-0300
Sure, your schoolwork and
\ our friends keep vim busy.
But call home aril find out
what she's wrappcd up in
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Claudio Scremin scored with assists
going to Lalonde and Myer, and
Guidotti scored with Golden and Bob
Beers picking up assists.

With the sweep UMaine held onto its
number two spot in the country in the
WMEB College Hockey Media Poll.
"It gives us a real glouble thrust ofMaine finished second in the poll to
f-dig-se-1y,— Walsh said.
Minnesota who beat Denver twice this
Also in the second period Maine's-----weekend.
Carnbio and Jack Capuano sandwiched goals around BU's lone goal by
Maine will now face U.S InternaPesklewis.
tional from sunny San Diego. The Black
Maine finished off the sweep in the
Bears are now 10-1-1 on the sear.

Call your

American Heart
Association

wea FIGHTING FOr
Nt:)UP LIFf

third period in a just kind of way when
two defensemen scored.

•••••

LMainels_Aram—glefals- was--also
bright spot as 13 different plasers had
at least one point on the weekend.
I was impressed smith our depth on
Saturday we had three regulars out and
it didn't even fate us." Walsh said as
Maine had missed the SCI% It:ti of Bruce
Major, Bob Corkiim and Todd Jenkins
all due to sickness and injuries
I- riday night Marne esploded for four
goals in the second period to go on top.
4 2 Maine neser looked back
In the first period Staines Christian-- —
1 alondr had put Maine on top when he
tipped home a Claudio Scremin blast
But Bt: was able to tee !I when MattPeskkiais scored with just 14 seconds
left to the period.
.
The floodgates opened in the second
periostas-Chrts-(---arnbto, A4-ike-Golslen,
Bob(or Aunt. and Vince buisiou i scored
tor the Black tears,
Maine also had. a goal ;alled—bask
when the puck was kicked in by Guy
Perron
. Cantbro's goal happened on a rather
tame looking play %ben he used a HI •
defender as a w.reen and shot a wrist
shot to the :Of DV
. of- the net
SiI
I arnt-fitst
e
goal came on the power
plats as Golden took a pass from Das e
!so s at the point and blasted a shot
from about 15 feet out into the upper
kit coiner of the net •
f 'odium's goal cameon'a st range plas
is he shot the puck by goaltender John
Bradley from a tough angle
I he puck had already,passed through
the cleave when Corkum chopped at it
with a backhanded shot'and it went in.
Maine made it 5-1 at It he 11:38 mark
of the period when %'incre Candotti
noskeithome a. rebound of-a--tlotderirush.
Golden had rushed ar,, .: .1 a

mr

season on assists from linemate Mike
McHugh and Dave Nonis.
Dave('apuano got his second goal of
the night and tenth of the season to open
the second period. The line of Perron.
Golden and McHugh has been Maine's
big scoring line all season but Walsh
may have found another powerful line
in Dave Capuano, Thyer, and Lalonde.
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Black Bear swimmers drown UVM team

Riddick

11, Ma lips

by Save Grimly

Sports Writer

• The Unisersity of Maine women's
swim team got back on the winning
track after a pre-Thanksgising loss to
Yale with a 171-92 victory over the
UniversTO-- of Vermont at Stanley
Wallace Pool Saturday.
The Black Bears picked up nulls idual
wins from nine different swimmers and
divers en route to the win, including
several from swimmers not competing
in their usual specialty. events.
UMaine Coach Jeff Wren said a
mismatch in the two teams allow es,1 him
to switch his lineup around, putting
them in events they normally wouldn't
swim.
"W e knew they didn't hase the
strength and balance to cha•lleas* us in
the team score." he said. "It gave us
a chance to give people a break and
move them around."

Forward Daman Risidick7s 25 pc
and a late University of Maine dry
led to a 70-64 win for Farleigh Dic
son-Universits in meris basitetba11
tion at the Bangor Auditor
Saturday.
The Black -gears had cut- FU's I
to 65.64 on guard Matt Rossign
three-point jumper with 2:46 left,
couldn't score again as the Knights r
cd away
Following Rossignol's threepoin
guard Mel Hawkins .hit a foul
Jumper off of a nice spin move to j
FDU a 6'7-64 lead with 2:25 remain'
The Black Bears went inside to C
Barr) who was fouled, hut Barry m
.
,ed both free throws Following mr
by Reggie Banks and Jeff Holmes.

Backstroker Meg Briselden. who
swam breaststroke esents Saturday. said
the dunce to compete in other events
was a welcome change of pace.
"It was something fun to do." she
said. "We didn't hase to worry about
•
rhor,, s, Doug Vt.o.$c
the events we normally swim.
The I. Maine women's swim team rnjosed nine
tndisidual sit) of ermoni %wards.
first
1
place
he
•'1 wenrinto the events with'
finishe
team
s dunng land -slide sictory oser the I. neverhas almost a month to
no expes:•
rest before Ulm ',ell mill.
tations. and I just wanted to see how
fast I could swim. I hadn't done and continued to pull away tor the rest
ed I 2 in the butterfls, and Dunn and
(rto
Cru
hiciro
hrkfe -meter
210.70).
of the meet
(breaststroke) in a long time "
Mars Wakeman took 1-2 in the IM
Vermont was led by two wins from
Maine was paced by the double-win
Other individual winners for the
With many of the Bears out of their perfor
Sue Bridge. Bridge *on the 100 and MO
mance of Ahlers, who won the
Black Bears included Dana Billington
element_ 12NM2irse held a 4ini six-point I-00-yar
7_
d breaststroke In V.-1- 0and the
(1,000 freestyle, 11:14.00), Nancy Conlead after four events before widening 200
The Black Bears will be idle until their
breaststroke in 2:40.59.
nolly
(200 freestyle, 2:03.59). and Jenthe advantage in the later races.
Christmas training trip to California
Wren said he was pleased with his
nifer Taylor 1200 butterfls. 2:25.421.
After a 1-2 finish in the 100 team's
While there they will compete in the
performance in the I-00 butterfAlso winning for L•Maine were Bryn
breaststroke by Sue Ahlers and Robin ly and
University of California San Diego In200 individual medley. Laura
Fenton (one-meter diving, 226.10). Dee
Ottman Maine extended the lead to 15. Negri.
sitational on Jan. 2. and will swim a
Kim Dunn. and Ottman finishSmith(100 freestyle, 1:00.13). and Anne
dual meet against Pepperdine on Jan
:ado*t
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_ *Student

leontinned from past

• "A hen I lived in Andro. I
isolated In I-stabrooke. there are r
plc even older than yourself. You clic
feel alone. Eserybods helps e.
Other," Rosette said
Jule said that interaction w
younger students is refreshii
"The les point 1 m °Olsen ing is s
enlightening. It allows me td see tho
that young people vet'." he said
Jule c‘peos to see an increase of n:
traditional students in the classroom
the future
"I think you're going to see more
nontraditional students in university
sironments to the point where it'll
half of the student population."
said
Jule attributes this to a chang
economy and changing thrust
industry
He said that more business peo
with degrees will be returning to coil,
to upgrade their esiwaron He m y 3
hoping that industry will prosidc m,
nteentives for this upgrading.
Aside from dormitory life, n,
traditional students experience ot
new aspects of being a student that
valuable
Brown, who has two children in ,
lege, thinks that teachers should be
ed! to be students again
As a teacher Brown said that she
certainly have more empath). for
students
'Non-traditional students in
classroom contribute a fair amount
other Siudents
1
Professor Skorpcn has taught coin
to senior -It wens, graduate students. i
nontraditional students during the at
met months.
"I crisis sers much..the interact
with older students who can bring to
their lifetime_espriences," he said
However, Skorpen ceplained, m,
of the rlon-traditional students

410:441111164

Be Santa's helper,
and spread a little
holiday cheer
through

Christmas Personals
Whether they've been naughty, or nice, you
can
send friends or, someone special a message for
only 25"---per-1ine. The deadline is 12:00 noon
on
Thursday, December 10. Please turn all person
als
in to Suite 7A, Lord Hall.
,
00

•

"It is sr. metimes a problem if an ol
student sleaks up too much and ov
—powers other students," he said. "I
torn between letting them speak up
discouraging them to let other studc
participate ••
Brown said that it was good for ohc
non-traditional students to be with tr:
tional students in order to sec what
younger generation sees or understar
"lust with the process of living, v
pick up things that are very usefu
Brown said.
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Riddick leads Fairleigh Dickinson past Bears
by Ins firmly
Sports Wr.!er
Forward Daman Riddick!s 25 points
and a late University of Maine dry spell
led to a 70-64 win for Farleigh DockinVoictfniversity in meri's basketball action at the Bangor Auditorium
Saturday.
_• - -•
The Black Bears had cut FOU's lead
to 65.64 on guard Matt Rossignol's
three-point iumrset with 2:46 left, but
couldn't score again as the Knights pulled away
Following Rossignol's three-pointer,
guard Mcl Hawkins -hit a foul line
jumper off of a nice spin move to give
F DU a 67-64 lead with 2:25 remaining.
The Black Bears went inside to Coco
Barry who was fouled, but Barry nuss•
sd both free throws. Following misses
by Reggie Banks and left Holmes. the
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game on a three-pointer by. Michael
BOICII1Pn.
Bozeman and Riddick tried to put the
Black Bears away. but UMaine stayed
within striking distance on the outside
shooting of-Holmes and the-intense play
of Banks. Holmes scored eight straight
points. on a pair of three-point bombs
and a jumper off a feed from Banks to
cut the FDU lead to four at 61-57. •
Riddick and Banks scored the next
eight points. Riddick. hitting two free
throws and a lay-up as Banks responded
with a thunderous two-handed baseline
jam and a jumper. But all the Black
Bears could get the rest of the way was
Rassignors three-pointer.
Chappelle said that the Black Bears
2:46 scoreless spell wasn't a result of
slowing the pace of the game.
'!We didn't slow down at any

point," Chappelle said. "In the last
1:25 we were going for three-pointers.
Fairleigh Dickinson is an up-tempo team
and we were more up-tempo than they
were."
• —
—
The Black Bear defense- was effective
for most of the game.•as_ Cha_ppelk used ii-siiiety of zone and man-to-man
defenses. But with Banks in the game,
the Black Bears couldn't use their trapping defense, and without him they
missed his explosive offense.
"Reggie isn't ready for the trap
because he can't practisx.(due to a stress
fracture in his left leg)," Chappelle
said.
The loss drops UMaine's record to
1-2. The Knights improve t'o 2-1.
The Black Bears go back on the road
Monday to take on Boston College.
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Icontinued from page 4)
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Knights put the game away on the foul
line as Eric Odom hit one and Richard
Moore hit two.
Moore added 13 points and six rcbounds. Riddick also hauled down 12
rebound to go with his 25 points. Banks
led UMaine with 20 points and
Rossignol added 19
We need to polish, meaning we need
tojust relax and play the way we know
we can," UMaine Coach Skip Chappelle said.
The Black Bears led for the first part
of the second half behind Banks and
Rossignol The pair scored 12 of the
Black Bears first 14 points in the second
half and when Rossignol hit a jumper
from the left corner. the Black Bears
had their biggest lead of the game,
---31-3-2.
Following an MU timeout, the
Knights scored use in a row and tied the

• "Vs hen I lised in Andro, I felt
isolated. In Estabrooke, there are people e'en older than yourself • You didn't
feel alone. Eserybods helps each
other," Kinetic said
Jule said that interaction with
younger students is refreshing.
"Thex Jew point I m °bursa
-4i.%cry
enlightening. It allows me td see things
that young people see." he said.
Jule expects to see an increase of non
traditional students in the classroom tr,
the future
"I think you•re going to see more k)t
non-traditional students in unisersity en
vironments to the point where it'll h.
half of the student population," h,
said
Jule attributes this to a changing
economs and changing thrust
industrs
He said that more business peopl,.
with degrees will he returning to college
to upgrade their edthation He is also
hoping that industry will preside more
ineentorex tar this upgrading.
Aside Rom dormitory life, nontraditional students experience other
new aspects of being a student that arc
saluable
Brown. who has two children in
lege, thinks that teachers should be for
edi to be students again
As a teacher. Brown said that she will
certainly hase more empat4 for her
students.
'Non-traditional students in the
classroom contribute a fair amount to
other st udent .
Professor Skorpen his taught coOrses
to senior otitens, graduate students, and
nontraditional uudents during the summer months.
"1 crisis scry much..the intrra,:tioz.
with older students who can bring to Jas
their lifetime_ espriefices," he said.
Howescr, Skorpen etplained, many
of the don-traditional student. arc
It is st me-times a problem if an oldel
student sjkaks up too much and Os et-powers other students," he said. "I'm
torn between letting them speak up and
discouraging them to let other students
participate ••
Brown said that it was good for older.
non-traditional students to be with traditional students in order to sec *hat the
younger generation secs or understands
"Just with the process of Its ing, you
pick up things that are sery useful,"
Brown said.

learn the full secret to Sheldon", Computer
\t-rd success from your Zenith Data
s% stems
Contact!
. .
lt oak n.Stural that Sheldon's success overshadows ver %I me else. After all. this Computer
Nerd is the ampus expert on Zenith I /ata
!".5 stems!
From desktops to laptops . ads ..inced PCs to

EZ-1
Z-148
Z-159
Z-181
Z-183

NIsir)our nt.arb Zenith
Campus Contact today

N.%tem.

data
systems

(grainy monitors... you've got it
in the shadr
with Zenith Data Systems. Especially at these ,
great student prices!
No*. Computer Nerd success can be yours. Jus•
ask your nearby Zenith Data Systems Campus
Contact about these special offers All selected by
Sheldon himself'
Here Are Sheldon's Specials!
special Student Price:

"suggested Retail Prwe

S 499.00
699.00
11049.00
1,199.001,599.00

$ 999.00 •

1,2199.00

1,599.00
2-,399.00
3,499.00

...Microcomputer Resource Center
12 Shibres Halt
Orono ME 04469
207/5812510
Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane"
Building B
Chelmsford,MA 01824
617/454-8070
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Senior Class
Meeting

The

Tuesday, December 8, 191

Monday, December 7
7:30 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
14

Vital information for
December and May
graduates.

14
14
14

Also, get info on December
Mini-Senior Week._

* If you haven't signed up
to take part in December
Commencement,Sign up
as soon as possible at
the Registrar's office in
Wingate Hall.
•
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$oung bu picks out the tam&
tree during Xi Sigma Pi's annual

Maine in
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Republican presidential canIdates may be doing v•ell in the
rly polls, but thes will suffer,
once "Reaganomics begins to
hurt." said: a state Campaign
official for Democratic candidate Sen. Paul Simon.
Peter Leslie, co-chair for the
Paul Simon Committee in
Maine. also said recent reports
of Democratic leaders looking
—for alternative candidates will
have little effect on the cam.
paigns or the party..
Leslie's comments come as
the senator's wife is preparing
to visit the University of Maine
Dec. 9, on her national speaking tour.
Jean Simon will speak at II
a.m. in the South Lon room
of the Meniorial Union.
-.. Chris Hartmin, a UNIainc
education gradti;te student and
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